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TECH        STUFF(AND

OTHER)

by VE1VQ

FIBERGLASS POLE VERTICAL ANTENNA
PART 2For some years now, it’s just been me. Well, not just 

me, as Grandma has family - a couple of siblings, 
the kids and the grand kids, along with assorted 

nieces and nephews - but it just hasn’t been the same 
without Grandpa.
   The sibs and I stopped Christmas gifting each other 
quite some time ago, concentrating instead on the kids. By 
mutual consent, when the nieces and nephews reach their 
eighteenth birthday, Christmas and birthday gift giving 
ceases as well.
   Living by myself, it became easier to give gift cards or 
magazine subscriptions 
to family members 
than to drag myself 
out to the stores in the 
malls, to buy some-
thing that the recipient 
would only return the 
week after Christmas 
anyway. That’s not 
what I do with the 
grand children. I quiz 
them through the year 
to determine what catches their fancy. Lot’s of times the 
gift will be a book (I’m big on books for all ages). Other 
times it will be something to do with stuff they are inter-
ested in. At one time or another, for both the boys and the 
girls, dinosaurs always seem to be big.
   Again this year, I’ll continue the same tradition with gift 
cards and subscriptions, but I’ll have something else under 
the tree for Walter. I hope he does the same for me. I’ve 
certainly done some serious hinting to the man about what 
I’d like in the way of radio gear! He’s so frustrating, as he 
just says, “I don’t need anything, dear”. But I have noticed 
when he reads each month’s QST magazine he lingers on 
a page showing a particular piece of equipment.
   This year we’ll be spending time on the big day with 
Walter’s family, as well as with mine. We haven’t figured 
out how we’ll handle all of the meal invitations we’ve 
gotten. I have a feeling the battle with the bulge will be a 
losing one! Perhaps an after Christmas gift to each other 
will be a year’s membership to Weight Watchers!

Merry Christmas everyone - From Grandma and Walter, 
and Wendy and all of her family. 

The part I thought would the easiest, that of having 
a short piece of PVC or some other type of plastic 
pipe of the correct diameter kicking around, turned 

out to be a little harder than planned. I’ve got pipe in vari-
ous colors and sizes but when I seriously went looking, 
there was none of the correct size to be had. All I could 
find was an end cap so I must have had pipe at one time.
   A trip to several of the local hardware stores netted me 
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Insulated wire is wound in a slow spiral
around the fiberglass fishing pole.

Coil is seven turns on a 42 mm
(1.65 inches) diameter PVC pipe.
Coil location on the length of the
radiator wire is slightly lower 
than center.

Radials - as required

Operates on 40, 30 and 15 meters.
Base coil networks are added for
80 and 20 meter operation.

Coaxial cable to rig.

Measure 4.7 meters (15.42 feet)
and mark the wire at that spot. 
Insert the wire in the PVC pipe to 
the mark and wind the coil. Exit 
the PVC pipe at the finish of the 
seventh turn. The remainder of
the wire will be the bottom leg of
the vertical.

It doesn’t hurt to leave the top 
section of wire a  little longer 
(than 4.7 meters), in order to 
be able to trim the antenna to 
resonance on 40 Meters.

COLLAPSIBLE FIBERGLASS POLE VERTICAL ANTENNA based 
upon the on-line construction article by VK7JJ

SQUIDPOLE VERTICAL ANTENNA
 
The article can be accessed at http://www.perite.com/vk7jj/squid-
poles.html

...I’ll have something 
under the tree for Wal-
ter. I hope he does the 
same for me. I’ve cer-
tainly done some seri-
ous hinting to the man 
about what I’d like in the 
way of radio gear!

http://www.arrl.org/qst
http://www.weightwatchers.com
http://www.perite.com/vk7jj/squidpoles.html
http://www.perite.com/vk7jj/squidpoles.html
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absolutely nothing in the way of pipe 
of the right diameter. Since I needed 
some replacement fluorescent tubes for 
the office I took my end cap to the one 
of the electrical suppliers. The coun-
ter sales lady not only had the pipe 
in stock but even carried the ten foot 
length out and left it by my vehicle.
   The first thing I did, once I got home, 
was to cut off a six inch piece of the 
pipe and do an RF heating test. Using 
the high tech equipment I just hap-
pened to have available (the kitchen 
microwave), I put the short section of 
pipe in, along with a separate bowl of 
water, for a minute and a half. The wa-
ter is to give the oven a “load”. After the beep, the sample 
was only slightly warmer than room temperature. Look-
ing good! Very warm to hot would indicate the pipe was 
conductive to some degree and would have too much of 
an effect (and not a good one!) on the coil winding.
   The next step is to drill a hole* a half inch from the 
end of the pipe, insert the wire, and wind seven full turns 

close spaced. Mark the exit point for that seventh turn and 
remove the wire. Add a half inch to the last mark you just 
made. This is the end of your coil form. Cut the pipe off 
at that end mark. I used a compound miter saw to make 
the cuts as it does a nice square and clean job. If you use 
a power tool, make sure you clamp the pipe securely to 
avoid injury to yourself and/or the pipe. Finish up by drill-
ing the hole for the bottom of the seven turns.
   Once you have the holes drilled, you might want to  
“relieve” the sharp edges of those holes, if only for looks. 

The 1 11/16 inch long coil form is made from a section of 1 1/4 inch 
inside diameter (1.660 inch outside diameter) gray Schedule 40 PVC 
electrical conduit. A ten foot length cost me $1.67 per foot, which 
makes for a lot of antennas! Save yourself some money and ask an 
electrician for some scrap pieces.

The coil form with the wire wound around it. As the wire “relaxes” 
after winding, it loosens* up on the form. Tighter fitting holes might 
have prevented this problem. A coating of Q-DOPE would fix it, but 
that is getting harder to find. See the OTHER STUFF section text for 
information on brewing up your own.

The JACKITE pole collapsed. 
The storage length is 45 1/2 
inches. Above and below the 
label are opposing hooks to 
wrap a line for flying a kite. A 
screw-on cap on the bottom 
and a friction held cap on the 
top keeps the sections in place 
when not in use.

A close-up of the label on the 
pole. The primary market is 
for kite flying on a short line.
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OTHER STUFF

Use a drill bit at least twice the diameter of the hole to 
“countersink” the edge by holding the bit in your fingers 
and using a light touch, or use a hobby knife, to take away 
the sharp shoulder.
   Stretch out a length of wire and measure off 34 feet 6 
inches. The extra length will allow you to trim the top sec-
tion to resonance on the forty meter band. Next, measure 
16 feet 6 inches from the top end, and mark that point. 
Pull the wire through the hole from the inside of the coil 
form as far as the mark. Wind the coil with the turns close 
wound (touching) and feed the free end through the bot-
tom hole. If you want to make sure the coil stays in place 
and doesn’t loosen up, dab a little bit of LIQUID TAPE 
on the wire in the two places where it passes into the inte-
rior of the form.
   In the end, it won’t make any difference whether the 
turns of the coil are really neat and tidy or a bit on the 
sloppy side, as long as they stay constant and in place 
from use to use. Once the antenna is tuned for forty 
meters then the repeatability will be the same or close to 
it. Any variation caused by the minor shift in position of 
coil turns will be overwhelmed by the effect of the ground 
conditions under the radials. 

* The outside diameter of the insulated stranded 18 gauge wire 
I purchased measured 0.095 inch. The nearest drill bit I had was 
7/64 inch (0.109 inch). A #39 (0.0995 inch) or #40 (0.098 inch) 
would have been tighter but I didn’t have access to a numbered 
drill bit set.

MAKING YOUR OWN Q-DOPE

Years ago, General Cement Q-DOPE was a common 
item on many ham and repair shop workbenches. 

Anytime the turns of a coil had to be secured, or a toroid 
needed to be held on a circuit 
board, a dab of Q-DOPE was the 
glue of choice. It was advertised 
as “absolutely no loss in Q” and 
that it “maintains coil charac-
teristics.” In other words, the 
properties of the coil thus treated 
were not changed, or at least not 
changed enough to be significant.
   Although still available from 
the link above and several others I 
found, it is possible to make your 
own home brew Q-DOPE from 
readily available materials, simply 
by dissolving polystyrene plastic in the solvent toluene. 
Toluene should be easily available at any paint or hard-
ware store. Having found the solvent, where can we find 

the polystyrene? A simple and easy source are those plas-
tic packing peanuts. Be aware that not all packing peanuts 
are suitable. Some are not even plastic but are made from 
cornstarch and are definitely not appropriate. Likewise, 
stay away from the pink (antistatic coating) and the green 

(biodegradable). Test 
a packing peanut you 
think may be right by 
dropping it a bit of 
solvent. If it doesn’t dis-
solve, look for different 
plastic peanuts. Another 
source of polystyrene are 
those Styrofoam drink-
ing cups. Just be aware 
that they likely contain 
chemicals to whiten 
the finished product. 
These additives usually 
drop to the bottom of 
the Q-DOPE container. 

A third possible source is the shaped packing foam that 
surrounds anything in a cardboard box coming from some 
far east country shipping stuff to us. Again, test a sample 
by attempting to dissolve a piece in the solvent. For more 
detail, check out the link in the second paragraph.
   The idea is to disolve enough polystyrene in the sol-
vent to make the consistency you desire. If you’ve used 
Q-DOPE in the past you already have some idea of what 
you need. If you haven’t, it’s sort of between that of the 
LIQUID TAPE and finger nail polish. You want it to flow 
relatively easily around and under, but not so well as to 
drip off whatever it is you are trying to coat.
   As always, with anything involving the words “flam-
mable” and “chemicals”, make sure you take all of the 
necessary precautions by doing this in a well ventilated 
area well away from any flame or other source of ignition.
   I’ll be whipping up a batch of Q-DOPE in the near 
future. When I do, I’ll run some tests to see if the coil 
resonant frequency changes any. I’ll report back here as to 
the success (or failure) of my brew.

SDR - SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO

Did you know there are real, honest-to-goodness 
already-built software defined radio (SDR) receivers 

available for around $20? I didn’t either, until I stumbled 
upon a site describing these things, and the huge “culture” 
of experimentation which has sprung up around them. 
They plug into and are powered by the USB port on your 
computer and have a connector for an external antenna. If 
anyone is still into experimenting, check out NT1K.COM 
for more information, or GOOGLE RTL-SDR.

http://www.plastidip.com/home_solutions/Liquid_Tape
http://www.suburban-electronics.com/display/10-3702/Q-Dope
http://www.cliftonlaboratories.com/coil_coating_compounds.htm
http://nt1k.com/blog/2012/rtl-sdr-cheap-fun/
www.google.com
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 DI-DAH-DI-DAH
D
I
T

“It’s true, Christmas can feel like a lot of 
work, particularly for mothers. But when 
you look back on all the Christmases in 
your life, you’ll find you’ve created family 
traditions and lasting memories. Those 
memories, good and bad, are really what 
help to keep a family together over the 
long haul.”

       Caroline Kennedy

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

What should be the most obvious part of the sea-
son - the celebration of the birth of the Savior 
- is disappearing in more and more places. The 

words “Merry Christmas” have been replaced on signs 
and cards with “Merry Xmas”. What - we’re so busy that 
we can’t take the time to write a few extra letters in a 
word? A lot of stores have replaced “Merry Christmas” 
with “Happy Holidays” in their advertising; or you will 
hear people are greeting others with those same words! 
School Boards are directing their schools to replace their 
“Christmas” Concerts with “Holiday” Concerts, and not 
to mention “Christmas” at all. Are we so intent on not of-
fending the atheists and those of non-Christian faiths that 
it is no longer acceptable to use the old words? I guess 
it’s okay to offend the majority instead! When someone 
wishes me a “Happy Holidays”, I respond with, “and a 
Merry Christmas to you!”.
   Christmas is also about 
family and the joy of 
being together for the 
holidays. For those away 
from home, or without 
family close enough to be with, or without any family at 
all, it can be the most lonely time of the year. 
   If you know of someone who is alone, or someone who 
is away from home and a little bit homesick this season, 
how about inviting them over to share some of your 
bounty and more importantly - your friendship.

Christmas... can be 
the most lonely time 
of the year.

   If you don’t know anybody in this situation, ask your 
Bishop, the Relief Society President or the Elder’s Quo-
rum President, if there is someone that they know about.
   Pick up something useful and fun for them as a present, 
as well.
 
“And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily I say unto 
you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these 
my brethren, ye have done it unto me.”

    Matthew 25:40

   Have a Merry Christmas - and that goes for the atheists 
and non-Christians as well!

Until next month,
VE1VQ

How About It?

How about sending a picture of 

you and your station? If so in-

clined, send me a bit of a write-up 

about your ham radio career. And 

if you have one, send a copy of 

your QSL card.

Did you or your group participate 

in this year’s Field Day or LDS 

Field Day? Or perhaps you oper-

ated a special event station in 

your area?

You’re thinking, “no one wants to 

hear about me!” That’s not true 

because everyone has an interest-

ing story to tell.

Send it to VE1VQ@eastlink.ca in 

whatever format you want - even 

scribbled in pencil on a piece of 

paper.


